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Item Unit Cost Display Pack Display Cost MSRP GM%

4pk Half Pallet $0.84 2000 $1,680.00 $1.29 37%

4pk Tower Display $0.84 200 $168.00 $1.29 37%

14ct Tray (4pk) $0.84 14 $11.76 $1.29 37%

6pk Half Pallet $1.25 1500 $1,875.00 $1.99 37%

6pk Tower Display $1.25 200 $250.00 $1.99 37%

20ct Tray (6pk) $1.25 20 $25.00 $1.99 37%

24ct Value Pack $3.50 Case - 8 $28.00 $4.99 37%

48ct Tube (Mixed Flavors) $7.49 25 $187.25 $14.99 50%

Milk Magic - Display Options
Flavored Straws for Milk

48ct TubeValue PackTower DisplayHalf Pallet

Milk Magic straws flavor milk as you sip. As milk passes by 
the flavor beads it adds flavor and color to the milk. This 
creates a magic experience that increases consumption. 
Milk Magic can be used with any type of milk. Portion 
controlled, and with less calories and sugar added than 
other flavored milks, Milk Magic is the healthiest and easiest 
way to flavor your milk.



Item Unit Cost Display Pack Display Cost MSRP GM%

4pk Half Pallet $1.08 2016 $2,177.28 $1.59 32%

14ct Tray (4pk) $1.08 14 $15.12 $1.59 32%

42ct Box - Single Straws $3.50 42 (Singles) $16.38 $0.59 34%

4pk Waterfall Display $1.08 560 $604.80 $1.59 32%

Flavored Straws for Water

Waterfall Display42ct Box - Single Straws14ct Tray (Shelf/Counter)Half Pallet

Water Magic - Display Options

Water Magic straws flavor water as you sip. After dipping 
your straw in water and taking a sip the flavor beads are 
activated, and the effervescent tabs start to add bubbles. 
This makes drinking water an experience. Water Magic 
is flavored hydration, conveniently fun. Hydration is 
important to your health, and with Water Magic, it’s easy to 
get hydrated and have fun doing so.



Flavored Straws for Milk
Sip Smart - Line Extension

Sip Smart - Future Line Extension

VITAMIN 
FORTIFICATION PROBIOTIC ELECTROLYTE

Sip Smart straws are DHA Omega-3 fortified. Adding DHA 
to your kids diet is now easy. By adding fun flavors and 
creating an experience around consumption, kids drink 
their milk and also get their diet fortified with brain 
boosting DHA.
DHA is critical to brain development and consuming DHA 
consistently helps with brain health long term. Prescribed in 
prenatal vitamins and added in baby formula, DHA is the #2 
most recommended nutrient by doctors.




